Buy Junk Trucks Jersey Village TX
About iBuyJunkVehicles in Houston TX – Giving Cash for Cars
iBuyJunkVehicles.com is Located in Houston TX, this allows us to cater mostly to Houstonians and
surrounding areas.

Serving Houstonians and Surrounding Areas Since 2010
At iBuyJunkVehicles.com our goal is simple – to make our customers
happy! We know that having a “customer comes first” approach creates
a positive rating for our social network and gives us the opportunity to
work with many people who can benefit from our services. It is our
pleasure to assist those who need extra cash, and we make the process
of disposing of unwanted vehicles as easy as possible. Regardless if you
are looking to have a wrecked, junked or salvaged title car or truck
taken off your hands or are in the market to purchase an affordable
used vehicle, we can help. Our customers come to us because they know they can trust us to make
them a good deal whether buying or selling. We have over one hundred individual buyers on our
TEAM trained and qualified to give you top dollar for your vehicle. Once we assign you a individual
buyer, He or she will personally assist you offering you the most cash for your vehicle! No other
company offers this type of service!

We Buy all types of vehicles, not just Houston junk Cars
We will purchase your running or non-running vehicles anywhere in the greater Houston area! Any
year, make, model in any condition

“We buy all types of vehicles, not just junk!”
This means that we will purchase your running or non-running vehicles anywhere in the greater
Houston area! Unlike many other companies, we take vehicles of any year, make, model and
condition into consideration. Sedans, compacts, pick-ups, convertibles, classics and collectibles are
just a few examples of the types of vehicles we purchase every day. Call 832-736-JUNK (5865) to
get a quick quote now! It only takes a few minutes and is guaranteed to be based on fair market
value. For added convenience, we can often offer towing as well.

Get Cash Today!
Contact iBuyJunkVehicles.com and let us know how much you are expecting to get. We will do our
best to work with you to negotiate a reasonable rate and put money in your pocket right away.
Keep in mind that we pay top dollar for junk cars, and we also have many nice cars in good working
order for sale.

Purchased Vehicles
We buy all types of vehicles. Wrecked, Running and Non-Running.
Does the vehicle to the right look like Junk to you? To some
yes, to others, no. The Vehicle above happens to be a very
expensive classic vehicle. Can you guess what vehicle it is?
(answer below) Our perception of vehicles vary from one
individual to another. Depending on your age, a 1978 280z
may be special because it happens to be the last year of
that particular body style. A younger person may think
differently because they have no connection with that
vehicle where as you once did.
We see hundreds of vehicles weekly, it really depends on how well that vehicle was taken care of.
Newer vehicles can be in worse shape then older vehicles. It all depends on how the owner took
care of their vehicle. We buy all types of vehicles and you would be surprised how many vehicles we
buy are not junk!
(Answer) The above vehicle is a original 1937 Ford Model 812 Supercharged Beverly 4dr Sedan.
Sold for US$ 42,000 (Non Restored)
Sold for US$ 87,750 (Restored)
Here are some recent Vehicles we have purchased. Please
inquire about what Vehicles we have for Sale! Trade in your old
Vehicle for a newer one.

"Get up to 10,000 Cash Today!"
We will purchase your running or non-running vehicles
anywhere in the Greater Houston area! In most cases, we offer up
to 20% more trade-in then dealerships. Get a quote and cash the
same day! “We BUY all types of Vehicles, not just JUNK” Get
started by Calling 832-736-JUNK (5865) or filling our Vehicle
form to get a quote and cash the same day!

We Buy all Types of Vehicles!











Running or Non-Running
Wrecked
Salvaged
Company trucks
Company cars
Company vans
High mileage
Damaged
Rusted
Flooded

Turn Your Junk Car, Suv, Truck or Van Into Instant Cash Today!
Do You Have a Vehicle That You Want to Turn Into Cash
I Buy Junk Vehicles can help you do just that! We buy all types of vehicles and you get paid same
day. We have been buying vehicles in the Houston metropolitan area for over 10 years and are
licensed and bonded to make sure the process goes fast and smooth. Our team of individual buyers
are professionally trained to offer you top dollar for your vehicle. We run background checks on our
staff so our customers can rest assured that their information is always safe and secure with us. We
purchase all types of vehicles no matter what kind of shape it’s in. Examples include cars and trucks
that are running and non-running, wrecked, salvaged, flooded or just no longer wanted. We aren’t
picky about what year or how much mileage is on the vehicle.

How Does This Process Work and How Long Does it Take
After getting a quote from us over the phone or through our website, we schedule your vehicle to be
picked up anywhere in the Houston metropolitan area. One of our individual buyers can usually get
to you by the following day, but if contacted early enough, they can pick up your vehicle and pay
you the same day. If your vehicle does run and you can drive it, you also have the option to drop it
off to us for even quicker payment. We make selling your vehicle easy and pay more than other
companies in the Houston area.

Contact Us
Business Address:
8150 West Little York
Houston, TX 77064

For more information please visit
http://www.ibuyjunkvehicles.com

